
BACKGROUND

Blowing Up Grand Rounds
Blowing Up Grand Rounds: Recipe for SuccessTitle

Target
Audience

Physicians, Clinical Faculty, Residents, and other
Grand Rounds presenters

Objectives 1. Implement key elements of effective, interactive 
virtual teaching 

2. Given a specific learning objective, list multiple ways 
to teach it - and select the best one

3. Increase knowledge translation by means of a 
step-by-step Recipe for Delicious Grand Rounds

Deliverables 1. Recipe for Delicious Grand Rounds  SEE PAGE 2  >  

2. Resources embedded within #1, containing:
• Examples of teaching methods best suited for various concepts
• Links to educational design supports
• Techniques for audience interaction
• Pre-presentation checklist for speakers & moderators

3. Multi-departme3. Multi-department Presentation on Dec 16, 2020



RECIPE

Delicious Grand Rounds
Choose the best format
Is the main goal to teach a concept? Anatomical structure? Procedure? Choose a format 
that best achieves this purpose. SEE EXAMPLES > 

Step 1

Present with flourish
Have the moderator and speaker rehearsed the technology (camera, lighting, & audio) 
and the timing? Are the handout and presentation ready to unveil? SEE CHECKLIST > 

Step 3

Mix the ingredients
If you need help putting everything together, UBC ed tech provides free consultations. 
For lectures, not baking.  GET FREE ADVICE > 

3 parts flour        Provides the essential material
Are the objectives properly crafted? Are the take-home points clearly 
taught & repeatedly summarized?  SEE EXAMPLES >  

1 part butter        Binds it all together
Is there a memorable theme to tie everything together?  SEE EXAMPLES > 

2 parts sugar       Makes the content memorable
AAre there at least 2 types of audience interaction?  SEE EXAMPLES > 

Lots of icing         Promotes eye-catching appeal
Is the title intriguing? Are the slides well-designed?  SEE EXAMPLES > 

Cake topper         The cherry on top (optional)
Would a personal story or relevant video add impact?  SEE EXAMPLES > 

Step 2




